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JUS5260/JUR1260 – English Law of Contract 

The language of examination for this course is English: students may answer in English ONLY, answers in 
any other language than English will be given a F (F for fail). 
 
Please answer both of the following questions. Each of the questions will be given equal weight in the 

marking of the answers. Sub-question 1(b) is to be answered only by Master level students. Sub-question 

1(a) and question 2 are to be answered by both Bachelor and Master level students.  

1. In April 2013, Brian decides to sell his Harley-Davidson motorcycle. Before advertising the motorcycle’s 

availability for sale, he takes it to a motorcycle mechanic’s garage, so that the motorcycle can be checked 

for faults. The mechanic tells Brian that the check-up will cost £75. Brian says “Fine, I’ll need the work done 

by 6 p.m. this evening”, to which the mechanic replies “okay”. When Brian comes to pick up the motorcycle 

that evening, the check-up of the motorcycle is not completed. Brian is irritated but the mechanic says he’ll 

have the check-up done by 10 a.m. the next morning. Brian nods in acknowledgment and leaves the 

mechanic’s premises. When Brian comes back the next morning, the mechanic states that the cost is £200 

as both of the tyres of the motorcycle had to be replaced. Brian says he does not have enough money on 

him at that point but says he will pay the bill within 5 days. The mechanic allows Brian to take the 

motorcyle with him. 

The next morning, Brian places a notice for sale of the motorcycle on an Internet advertising site in the 

following terms: “Harley-Davidson for sale. Great condition. Price £3000 or nearest offer. Telephone: 

4322859823.” Later that day, Brian goes out of his house to do some shopping. Whilst out, Peter calls Brian, 

saying: “Hi, my name is Peter Wyndham and I’m interested in buying your motorcycle. I’m willing to pay 

you £3000 for it, assuming that the registration fee to use the motorcycle on the public roads has been paid 

for the next 12 months”. Brian answers that the registration has only been paid to cover the next 6 months, 

but that he will not accept any offer less than £2800. Peter replies: “Right, £2800 it’ll be”. Just then, the 

battery on Brian’s mobile phone runs out of energy and the conversation is stopped. When Brian gets back 

to his house, he sets about recharging the mobile phone battery. As the battery is recharging, he opens up 

his email system on his home computer and sees the following email from his uncle, John: “Brian, I see 

you’re selling the Harley. I’ll give you a very good price – in cash”. Brian replies by email: “Fine, John. The 

price will have to be £2900”. John replies by email 3 minutes later: “Great. I’ll be around to look over the 

Harley this evening”. When Brian’s phone battery is recharged, he rings Peter back to say that the sale can’t 

go ahead. Peter threatens him with legal action to enforce what he says is a “binding contract”. That 
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evening, John comes over to Brian’s house to inspect the motorcycle but decides not to go ahead with the 

purchase. Brian claims that John is already legally bound to buy the motorcycle for £2900 in cash but John 

disagrees.The next morning, the motorcycle mechanic rings Brian to remind him to pay the bill for £200. 

Brian says that he will only pay £75 which was, he claims, the originally agreed price for the service. Brian 

also claims that the mechanic ought to have consulted him before going ahead and changing the tyres. 

Brian adds that the mechanic was also in breach of contract by not having completed the check-up by the 

originally agreed time. The mechanic disagrees and threatens legal action.  

1(a) Advise Brian of his legal position and what legal remedies, if any, he may have with respect to the 

motorcycle mechanic, Peter and John. Give reasons for your answer. 

1(b) [Master level students only]: Assume that on the afternoon before John comes over to Brian’s house, a 

fire breaks out in the garage in which Brian keeps the motorcycle, destroying the latter. Explain whether or 

not rules on discharge of contract by frustration may apply in this situation. Assuming that frustration does 

arise, explain briefly what would have been the legal consequences under common law (i.e., independently 

of the operation of the Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act of 1943).  

2. Explain the prerequisites under English law of contract for the operation of the doctrine of promissory 

estoppel. Discuss whether or not the rules on promissory estoppel ought to apply even when there is no 

pre-existing contract. 
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